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I.

Introduct ion
The purpose of this paper is to explore the theoretic al and empirical

relations hip between female labor supply and fertility in the context of a
life-cycl e decision making process.

Our starting point is the well documente d

empirical finding that younger women with lower measured fertility engage
in market activity more frequentl y and more intensive ly as estimated from
participa tion or hours regressio n equations that treat fertility as exogenous
(Heckman 1974, Gronau 1973, Heckman and Willis 1977).

This research stands

in sharp contrast to an equally vast literatur e that treats fertility as a
choice variable (Willis 1973, Becker and Lewis 1973).

Recogniti on of this

inherent conflict has spurred several attempts at specifyin g and estimatin g
simultane ous equations models (Cain and Dooley 1977, Schultz 1977, Stafford
and Hill 1978).

Although estimates of the fertility- labor supply relations hip

abound, a full appreciat ion of the interpret ation of such estimates has been
1
This pa;1er attempts to elucidate ,
lacking regardles s of the empirical strategy.
therefore , what informati on is contained in the estimated associati on tetween
fertility and labor supply as calculate d from "single" and "simultan eous equations "
estimatio n technique s.

In addition, an empirical methodolo gy is developed to

estimate the impact of exogenous ly distribut ed children on life-cycl e labor
supply decisions .
In section II, several utility maximiza tion models are presented
which are intended to illuminat e the essential links between empirical
estimates of the fertility- labor supply associatio n and economic theory.
These models incorpora te within a static framework notions of child-spe cific
investmen ts and market-sp ecific human capital atrophy.

In section III, we

present a statistic al methodolo gy based upon the occurrenc e of twins on the
first pregnancy and provide estimates , using that methodolo gy, of the extent
to which women respond to exogenous (and, in this case, unanticip ated) extra
children.

Section

V summarize s.

2.

II. Models of Fertility and Labor Supply
a. Heterogeneity, Fertility Effects and "Structural" Equation Estimation
We first consider the information contained in the observed, ceteris
paribus relationship between fertility and labor supply based on a one-period
(lifetime) model incorporating a production function for child services.

We

assume that individuals maximize a utility function, given by (1), where 1 is a
U = U(f,n,X,q;E)

(1)

me<1sure of lifetime home time, n is the number of children, q is the
services (quality) from each child, and X represents other goods consumed.
~unction (1) has the usual neoclassical properties, but the population
is heterogenous with respect to

preference orderings over the

four goods, as represented by a

randomly

distributed

shift

~

parameter E, such that Un , U
~E
nE

i

0, V

XE

, U

qE

= O.k The production of child

services q is described by a production function (2).
assumed that q is produced jointly with
(2)

,Q,

While for simplicity it is

and n, function (2) captures the

q = 8(£,n)

critical assumptions found in the household production fertility literature
(Willis, 1975; Becker and Lewis, 1975) -- non-jointness of quality production
across children and time-intensity -- since we assume that 8,Q, > 0 and en< 0
and no purchased goods inputs are used to produce q.
Each individual owns a stock of human capital from which he earns a
return r and faces with certainty prices for X,

rx•

and n, pn upon which

information fertility and labor supply plans are made.
note that p

n

It is important to

is the cost of increasing the number of children independent of

q; e.g., birth and contraceptive costs, and should not be confused with the
shadow price of quality.

3

The full-income budget constraint is thus:

3.
F = r HT + A = p X + p n + r Hi
n
X

(3)

where A is exogenously -given asset income.

Individuals maximize (1)

subject to (3) with respect to£, n, and X, given (2).
The model yields four first-order conditions as well as three demand
equations for the endogenous or choice variables i, n, x in terms of the
exogenous variables, p , p , r, H, F and£.
n
X

The first partials of these

functions are approximate d by totally differentia ting the four first-order
conditions.

Assuming interior solutions, the relationshi ps

between

infinitesim al changes inn and i with respect to changes in prices and£
along the indifferenc e curve associated with the optimal solution are:
(4)

(5)

where

.. are the cofactors
0 is the determinant of the bordered Hessian, the 01J

f rom t h e 1.th row and
. 1·1 er.
Lagrange mu 1 tip

j

th

column of the Hessian determinant and A is the

4 A . we 11- known, a 11 o f t h e pre d'1ct1ons
.
o f t he
sis

model, the tastes-cons tant price-effec t information , are contained in the
cofactor terms; i.e., 0 < 0, 0ii > 0, etc.

Thus only empirical estimates

which provide information on the 0 .. can be used to test the model or to
1J

ascertain the potential effects of policy on behavior.

Expressions (4) and

(5) also indicate that the parameteriz ation of population heterogenei ty in
1
preferences embodied in (1) implies that the £ s affect the demand for home

time and children in the same manner as do prices.
To ascertain what information the population association between n and
Q,

provides, assume that F, r, H and p X are ''controlled ", but we have no information

on p

n

or the unobservabl e tastes parameter£ , both of which may vary across

4.
individuals.

An approximation to the slope of the relationship between£

and n in the population, from

(6)

(4) and (5) is given by:

dn

As can be seen, (6) reflects both the structure of the model as given by the

0.. terms as well as the unobserved population difference inc and p n .
1J

If

it could be assumed that preferences did not vary (dc=O), however, the slope
of the fertility labor supply relationship would provide information on price
effects, being equal to 0 /0 , the ratio of the ~ompensated cross price
12 11
effect of p
Since

011

n

on£ (or rH on n) to the compensated own price effect on n.

> 0, the sign of (6) would thus provide the sign of the effect,

say, of a compensated change in contraceptive costs on labor supply.
While the actual relationship between fertility and labor supply thus
cannot provide information on tastes-constant cross-price effects when both
pn and c vary and are unobserved, if pn did not vary, population heterogeneity
in "tastes" could provide the same information as variation in p n .

If it

were known that c only affected either U£ or Un, but not both, then with
that the slope df/dn would provide the sign

dp =O, we see from (4) and (5)
n

It can easily be demonstrated, based on the rationing or conditional
demand literature (Tobin and Houthakker, 1952; Pollak, 1969) that treating
n as a parameter

n,

and varying it around the unconditional equilibrium that

would have obtained, i.e., around planned or optimal n, yields the compensated
price effect information not obtainable from the actual n-£ association in a
non-heterogenous
(7)

di
dn

population; i.e.,
dl/dp

=

dn/dp

n
n

5.
Thus if we had an experiment in which heterogenous (in E) individuals were
constrained randomly with respect to fertility -- some bearing more
children or some less than the planned or optimal number -- the observed
difference~ in labor supply associated with n would provide the tastes-constant
compensated cross and own price effect ratio.
These considerations both illustrate the rationale for the use of simultaneous
equation techniques for estimating the effect of non£ as well as their redundancy.
Use. of two stage least squares, say, is an attempt to obtain an estimate of dt/dn
where n does not reflect variation in unobserved preferences, which it
otherwise will even if tastes differ in the population only with
respect to preferences for

t (i.e. , ll £E # O onJy). However, the only

source of variation inn across individuals not due to differences in
preference orderings must be differences in the own price of children,
Pn (px' F, r, H but not E are assumed to be fixed, or "controlled").

The

identifying instrument for the second-stage labor supply equation conditional
on "predicted" n is thus, in this case, pn or its proxy.

Of course, this

normalization is perfectly arbitrary as it is possible to use any one of
the set of labor supply determinants, omitted from that relationship, as the
instrument

for fertility.

However, since the coefficient on predicted

fertility in the conditional labor supply equation yield
ratio of compensated p

n

only the

effects, as in (7), it is obvious that the same

information could be obtained by estimating the usual demand equations for
n and£, from which Hicks-Slutsky price and income effects are obtained
Thus if p

directly.

n

is known and Eis not, the 'exogenous' impact

of non labor supply di/dn

can be estimated (is identified), but the

information it conveys is less informative than that from the "reduced
forms."

Note, however, that if E

that UnE

#

is known but not p

and it is assumed

n--

0 only, that is if we impose a certain structure on "tastes" for

n when we have no information on prices, the same compensated price
information can be obtained, but again through either the usual demand or

6.

the condition al demand equations using simultane ous equation technique s.
Thus if preferenc e orderings for home time vary parametri cally and
fertility is a choice variable whose price also varies, labor supply equations which
include some measure of actual fertility among the regressor s will provide
inconsist ent estimates of condition al price effects.

While simultane ous

equations technique s can yield consisten t estimates of (7), the effects of
other prices and income on labor supply in an equation condition ed on fertility
will, of course, differ from the Hicks-Slu tsky effect obtained from the
(uncondit ional) demand equations , which are functions only of prices and income.
The signs of the Hicks-Slu tsky and condition al compensat ed price effects are
For example, the compensat ed "wage" (rH) effect on home time,

the same, however.

from the usual demand equation (which holds other prices fixed) is

(8)

dQ,

d(rH)

=

while the own price effect on home time condition ed on n=n is simply a scalar
times the inverse of the compensat ed own price effect ~• i.e.,

(9)

-Ap X 2

dt
d(rH)

n=n

->-p X 2

-·-0-

Thus, actual fertility may be substitute d as a determina nt of labor supply
for pn if the latter is not known, and consisten t estimates of the price effect
ratio (7) would be obtained only if preferenc e orderings do not vary for home
time.

In that case, however, only consisten t estimates of condition al price

effects such as (9) are obtained.

Estimatio n of labor supply equations without

fertility or pn included among the regressor s, however, would obviously yield
biased estimates of the Hicks-Slu tsky price and income effects.
In section III we demonstra te that a consisten t estimate of (7) can be
obtained by using twin births without the need for informati on on either

p

n

or E.

As we have seen, such an estimate yields the sign of the compens ated

price effects d£/dp n
structur ed.

and

dn/d(rH ), which is not predicte d by the model as

If addition al restrict ions are placed on the model describe d

by equation s (1), (2), and (3), however , more inferenc es can be derived about
the structur e of the model from the estimate of the effect of an exogenou s
fertilit y change on labor supply.
in (1).

where

To see this, assume first that q is separabl e

The numerato r in (7) can then be written as

012 C

is the cofactor from the three-go od model in which the home produced

q is not a decision variable .

0c

21

thus correspo nds in sign to the standard

Hicks-S lutsky compens ated cross price effect in that model, defining whether
£ and n are substitu tes or complem ents.

The second term in (10) arises from

the existenc e of the q-functi on, the assumpti on that a parent's utility is
affected by the level of "quality " per child which requires home time to produce.
If we were to further assume strong separab ility in (1), which implies that
all compens ated cross price effects are positive

(0 12 c

< 0), then a (weak)

test of the existenc e of a q-functi on like (2) is establis hed, since given
strong separab ility and that 0n < 0, (10) could only be positive if the second
5
term existed . Under these assumpt ions, a negative relation ship between labor
supply and fertilit y, estimate d consiste ntly, would

lead to a rejectio n of

the labor supply model which ignores child quality.
b.

Life-Cy cle Labor Supply, Serial Iependen ce and Fertili ty Effects

The one-peri od model, by constru ction, ignores timing conside rations in
both labor supply and fertilit y,

If home time or fertilit y in differen t
-·

portion s of the life-cyc le are not perfect substitu tes, in contras t to the
assumpt ion in (1), if the product ion of children and thus q is constrai ned

8.
biologically to occur only in a certain period, and if future prices differ
as a consequence of past behavior ("serial dependence"), then an interternporal
model may be

required.

Such considerations may be particularly important as

inferences are to be drawn about behavior in section III from cross-sectional
data without retrospective work histories and containing individuals at
different points in the life cycle based on exogenous fertility events at
one point in the life cycle.

We now construct a model which incorporates

these additional generalities to see if additional insights into life-cycle
labor supply behavior can be obtained from the impact of an exogenous change
in fertility on labor supply.
A model which would capture many of the important aspects of the
relationship between fertility and labor supply would distinguish at least
three periods -- two child-bearing periods, early and late, in which q is
produced with home time -- and a third period corresponding to a time when
children are mature and q is not produced.
optimal spacing decisions

Such a model could thus capture

as well as the costs of changing contraceptive

strategies associated with such behavior.

To reduce complexity, however, we

initially ignore this latter complication, which is discussed below, and
instead construct a two-period model, corresponding to the fertile and
non-fertile (no q produced) periods of the life cycle.

The utility function

is given by (11) and is assumed to be strongly separable in its arguments.

As demonstrated above for the one-period model, no testable hypotheses can be
derived from knowledge of the sign of the compensated cross price effects
without additional restrictions on the utility function,
The production of q is assumed to occur in the first period and is

9.
described by (J2).

en

(12)

<

o

The individual begins the planning period with an exogenously given stock
of human capital H which then depreciates as a function of home time in
1
period 1.

The dependence of H on
2

.Q,

1

, and thus the price of t

by (13), and will be referred to as serial dependence.
(13)

H

2

2

on t 1, is given

6

= 1/J (Q, )

1

The lifetime full income constraint, assuming a zero rate of interest, is thus

where, again, all prices are fixed and known in advance with certainty.

The

first-order conditions of the model are given by
(15)

u

n

+ u q 8n

- Ap

n

=

0

(16)

(17)

Un
X,2

(18)

u

X

- ArH

- Ap

X

2

= 0

= 0

in addition to (14).
The intertemporal model differs from the one-period model in two
important dimensions -- the existence of the depreciation function (13)
and the addition of another home time variable which is not associated with the
production of child services.

Thus, for example, in this model the shadow price of

home time in period one, from (16), depends on both labor supply in period two
and the rate of human capital depreciation. 7

We now demonstrate that, given strong

10.
separab ility, consiste nt estimate s of d£ 1 /dn and dt 2 /dn, which can be easily
demonst rated to provide the signs of the cofactor s

012

respecti vely
and 0
13

from the 5x5 Hessian determin ant of the two-peri od model, can be used to test
for the existenc e of the q function , as was true in the first model.

However .

the existenc e of serial dependen ce cannot be disprove d with such informa tion.
While in the one-peri od model separab ility only in q in the utility
function would have allowed a decompo sition of the relevant cofacto r into
terms embodyin g separate ly the propert ies of the utility and child services
s
product ion function s, in the intertem poral case the q and depreci ation function
however,

cannot be disentan gled even if strong separab ility in (11) is imposed .
under

the latter assumpt ion, the cofactor s 0 13 and

012

can be split into

two suchadd itive terms if either the q or l/J function s are dropped .

Both

the decompo sability of the cofacto rs as well as the sign imputati on to the
convent ional (non-q, non-l/J) compens ated cross price effects, given by the sign
of 0 13 and 0 12 . resultin g from strong separab ility. allow us to sign

d£ /dn
1

and dt /dn with serial dependen ce only.
2
Conside r first the (exogeno us) effects of non £ 1 and i 2 with the
q-relati onship suppress ed, given by (19) and (20), separab ility assumed.
d£1
(19)

dn

d£2
(20)

where

dn

= ~l~

=

C

012 =
C

013

=

n1

=

1

+ Ar2l/!,.H2Ux;J

011

~c+ Arp n Uxx (r(T 2-£ 2
13
r
p U U
n xx £/ 2
p nu xxu£

[H

if

t
1 1

[nil]

-1

)w

< 0

H2+ l/J,.(Hl-( T2<2)l/J ,.)~ 011-1 < 0

> 0

rH 2 > 0 .

V=

0

H: - (T - £ ) l/J,. if l/J,. # 0 •
2 2

11.

The second terms in the numerato rs of (19) and (20) result solely from the serial
dependen ce hypothe sis and are both positive , if the second derivati ve of the
human capital ~ function is small or negative . Because

the first convent ional

cross price effect terms are the same sign as the ~-relate d terms and
because it can be easily shown that the q producti on equation (12) would
add terms to (19) and (20) which are of ambiguo us sign, as in (10), the
finding that an increase in the number of children decrease d labor supply
at any point in the life cycle would lead to a rejectio n of the intertem poral
labor supply model without time-int ensive child services producti on.

Given

the sign ambigui ty associat ed with the q-functi on hypothe sis, it is
obvious that even under the strong separab ility assumpti on the existenc e
of serial depende nce in human capital cannot be verified .
It is importa nt to note that the difficu lty of distingu ishing the
importan ce of child services producti on from serial dependen ce in the
absence of direct informa tion on (estimat es of) equation s (12) and (13)
does not result solely from the fact that we may be limited only to
informa tion on the signs of the fertilit y effects on labor supply. which
we provide in the next section.

If we could estimate , for example, the

effect of an exogeno us change in past labor supply on current labor supply,
i.e., dt /d£ 1 , as in Heckman (1978), we could only discern (in a weak test)
2
the existenc e _of serial dependen ce if both separab ility is imposed and
investm ent in children , at least as characte rized by equation (12), is
ignored.

The latter·r elation ship, given by (21) with q suppress ed, is:
di2

(21)

where

a:i 1
C

023

=
=

~2~

-

Ari)('' (U p
nn x

2
r HU U
2 nn xx

2

+

2
Pn

uxx~

> 0 •
[nil]

022

-1

12.

The first term in the numerator embodies the conventional compensated
cross price effect and is positive, given separability. while the second
term, resulting from serial dependence, is negative.

If early labor

supply is observed to have a positive 'effect' on labor supply later in
the life-cycle, assuming that the heterogeneity problem can be solved,
then the absence of serial dependence could be refuted.

8

However, such a

result is also consistent with a model in which serial dependence is
ignored but the production of child services is a time-intensive activity
s~nce, under those assumptions,

=

(22)

r0

c
L23

+ rH p U (U en e + U en
2

which can take on any sign.

n xx

qq

Nl

n

q

N

0

1n:J

0 -l
22

Thus the directional impact of labor supply behavior

in one period on labor supply in another (with strong separability in the utility
function assumed) can only provide evidence on the existence of either serial
dependence or time-intensive home production of child services.

The sign of

d.R./dn, however, can provide evidence which is only consistent with a labor
supply model incorporating the production of q.
c.

Child Spacing, Unanticipated and 'Planned' Births

The previous models assumed that individuals are indifferent as to the
timing of births.

We can generalize the model of fertility and labor supply

by also making children in each period imperfect substitutes in the utility
and q functions and thereby capture optimal birth spacing considerations.
In the general case the individual maximizes utility function (23)
(23)

U = U(n.,£.,X.,q;e:)
l.

subject to constraint

J

J

i=l • • . S, j=l • . ,w,

S<w

(24) and the q and depreciation functions

(25) and

(26), where S defines the (biological) end of the child bearing period, and

13.

w the planning horizon.

6

w

w

(24)

r1:TH. + A =

(25)

q

1:(p .Xj+rH.£.) + 1:p jn.
n J
J J
XJ

J

= e

(n., £.)
].

1.

i=l . • . 8

(26)

In this formulation an increase in an n. for given total n is equivalent
J

to closer spacing of births.

The model thus captures the interrelatio nships

and
between total family size n, spacing, labor supply, wage rates (r.H.)
J J
resulting
q as well as the effects on optimal trajectorie s (£ 1 , £ 2 • • • .R,)
w
9
from changes in exogenous variables, as in Razin's model (1977).
The general model also illustrates more precisely than has been
in the literature the distinction s between planned fertility,
10
exogenous fertility, and unanticipat ed fertility. In the context of the
evident

model, outcomes which are planned are those which correspond to the optimal
values derived from maximizing (23) subject to constraints (24), (25), and
(26).

Optimal or planned changes in the choice variables are those which

are made based on alterations in the exogenous variables which are forseen
at the beginning of the planning period.
be constrained exogenously in period j

Thus if fertility is forseen to

(j;ll) at a level which deviates from the

unconstra'in ed or planned value, the planned leve.1-s cf the choice variables
-

<

may change in every period; thus d~ 1.. / dn.J -> 0 for j > i, for example.
An unanticipate d event, such as a contracepti ve "failure" or a multiple

birth, occurs during fulfillment of the optimal plan.

The response __ to

this exogenous change, or placement of a binding constraint on a planned
= 0 for j < i if
event, can only occur in future periods, i.e., dl./d~.
J
1.

14.
dn. is unanticipated.

In a sense, an unanticipated event in period j marks

J

the beginning of a new optimization problem in period j.

The responses to

an exogenous fertility change occurring in the first period as discussed in
the first two models will thus be identical whether that event was forseen or
unanticipated.

Another justification for treating fertility as an exogenous

variable in a labor supply equation therefore is that births are themselves
purely unforseen stochastic events rather than events which vary solely due
to anticipated price changes (not to heterogeneity in preferences).
Another aspect of the difference between responses to foreseen and
unanticipated changes in fertility at any stage of the life cycle, not captured
in the model, is that the costs of averting births (a component of p) may be a
n

function of the quantity of births to b~ avoided.

Thus it may be more costly to

achieve the same planned total number of children by compensating later in the
life-cycle for an unanticipated rise in births at a young age compared to the
original optimal trajectory of births n 1..

Even if births in any period arc

perfect substitutes, as depicted in the first two models, therefore, an
unanticipated "transitory" change ih an n. could alter total family size if
J

contraception cannot be adjusted costlessly.

If such costs are also positive

functions of the rapidity of adjustment, the degree of lateness of an "extra"
child will be negatively correlated with subsequent contraceptive intensity.

Of

course, unless the relationships in the utility function between period-specific
births are known, no predictions about the impact of an exogenous change in any
n. on fertility patterns can be predicted.
J

15.

III.

Exogenous Fer~ility Effects:

The Twins First Methodolo gy

In order to estimate the impact of an exogenous change in fertility
on labor supply based on non-exper imental data from a heterogen eous popula
tion, it is necessary to

simulate t~e appropria te experimen t in which

extra children are distribut ed to families in a manner unconnect ed to
preferenc e orderings .

In this section, we show how a natural event,

the occurrenc e of a multiple birth or "twins", can be used as an instru
ment for exogenous fertility movements .

The variable we propose, a

twins outcome on the first birth, approxima tes the social experinen t
we would wish to perform not only in that some families receive an
unanticip ated child while others do not, but also in that the treatment
and control groups are randomly selected with respect to character istics
that may be related to market participa tion.

It is, therefore , unneces

sary to utilize any informati on on the determina nts of labor supply
behavior in order to determine the "true" exogenous fertility effect by
this method.
To see why the occurrenc e of twins on the first pregnancv , "twins
first", leads to the appropria te experimen t, consider a compariso n
instead of women who have had twins on any birth and women who have not.
Maintain for the moment the assumptio n that the probabili ty of a twins
birth is independe nt of parity.

It is obvious that women with more

births, and thus women with, on average, great.er desired fertility , will
be overrepre sented 'in the sample of twins families.

The labor supply

of women with twins will therefore reflect in part any relations hip
between unobserve d tastes for children and/or tastes for home time and
labor supply as well as the impact of the additiona l unanticip ated child

16,

which contains the price-effect information.

Moreover, the per pregnancy

probability of twins appears to rise with parity (Mittler 1971), reinforcing
the positive covariance between desired family size,which may reflect differences in preference orderings, and twins occurrence.

11

The first birth has the desirable feature that the population of
women who experience twins on that birth would prefer the same completed
family size as women who do not experience twins on the first birth.

How

ever, the straightforward comparison between these two groups of women
is complicated somewhat because the probability of twins occurrence also
rises with the age of the mother at conception (Mittler 1971), which is itself
subject to choice and which therefore may reflect heterogeneity in prefer12
ences. However, because i) twins first is orthogonal to all other deter-

minants of labor supply with the exception of age at first birth, i.e.,
holding age at first birth constant, and because ii) age at first birth
is orthogonal to all other determinants of twins first occurrence, suffi
cient covariance restrictions are provided to enable "consistent" estimation
of the twins first effect.
To demonstrate this, define

P

to be a continuous measure of labor

supply or any other choice variable of the household, u the purely random
or exogenous component of twins first occurrence, that is, net of the age
at first birth effect, and£ the composite of all other (observed and
unobserved) labor supply determinants, including those related to prefer
ence orderings.
(27)

Consider the following estimating equation:

P =au+£

Since u and£ are uncorrelated, if u were known, a could be estimated by
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a simple linear regression and would be an unbiased estimate of the exo
genous impact of an "extra child" on labor supply.

Although u is not

directly observable, it can be written as
u = TF - SAFB,

(28)

where TF is a dichotomous variable representing the occurrence of twins
on the first birth, AFB is age at first birth, and Bis the systematic
biological association of AFB with TF.

Note that u and AFB are independent.

If Bis not known, two strategies can be employed.

Either B can be

estimated by some "consistent" method and a determined in a two-stage
procedure using estimated values of u, or one can estimate a directly by
the following equation obtained by substituting (28) into (27), to obtain
equation (29)
P = aTF - aSAFB +

(29)

£

Estimation of (29) by ordinary least squares will yield a consistent
estimate of a, the twins first coefficient, even though AFB is presumed
to be correlated with£.

The reason is that all TF variation is through

13
u once AFB is held constant and u is itself orthogonal to AFB.

Of course,

the estimate of the AFB coefficient, aS, will not reflect solely the
impact of "exogenous" movements in age at first birth on P, given that
£ and AFB may not be independent.

However, our sole interest is in

obtaining an estimate of the TF effect which is purged of the influence of
differential preferences, and that is accomplished regardless of the inter
vening biological relationship.
The twins first methodology thus enables the identification of an
exogenous

fertility event without any assumptions about the population
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distribution of preferences and can be used to draw inferences about
14
The occurrence
life cycle labor supply behavior, discussed in Section II.
of a twin on the first birth is an extreme example of a "timing failure"
early in the childbearing span, since two children appear simultaneously.
If there is no reason to. suppose that subsequent adaption should differ
in direction to less extreme failures, this natural event simulates
having an "extra" child in a period in which the birth was not desired,
i.e., it represents an exogenous increase in n1 in the toodel described
15
by (23) through (26).
The major obstacle to implementation of the twins first methodolofy
is the availability of data.

Since twins occur infrequently, and least

frequently on-first births, a data set with a

substantial number of

women for whom there is accurate information on pregnancy outcomes and
measures of labor supply is required.

Ideally, we would like longitudinal

or retrospective data in order to get at issues concerning intertemporal
substitution and serial dependence.

However the first set of criteria is

impossible to meet in existing data sets that include the necessary life
cycle information.

In the next section we combine two cross-sectional

data sets, the 1965 National Fertility Survey and the 1973 National
Survey of Family Growth,to examine the impact of exogenous changes in
fertility on various dimensions of female labor supply using the methodolo
gy proposed.

Most of the empirical analysis is conducted on the pooled

samples in order to augment the sample of twins mothers.

Some limited

use is made, however, of the separate samples in order to provide evidence
on the life-cycle that is not contaminated by vintage differences inher.ent
in the cross-section.
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IV.

The Data and Appl icatio ns

imple ment the twins first
In this secti on we brief ly descr ibe the data and
unan ticip ated incre ase in ferti lity
metho dolog y to estim ate the causa l impac t of an
ferti lity beha vior and on the
at one stage of the life cycle on both subse quent
. We also obtai n quan titati ve
life- cycl e parti cipat ion prob abili ties of women
l ferti lity in labor suppl y
estim ates of the exten t to which the use of actua
impac t of an exoge nous chang e in
equa tions provi des biase d repre senta tions of the
famil y size on femal e labor supp ly.
of 1973 are natio nal
The Natio nal Fert ility Surve y of 1965 and that
matio n on life- cycl e
rando m samp les of women conta ining detai led infor
pregn ancy outco mes.

In addit ion, each surve y asce rtain s curre nt labor

matio n on prior emplo y
force statu s, while the 1973 surve y also has infor
of whom we used 12,60 5.
ment . In comb inatio n there are over 15,00 0 women
first metho dolog y itsel f
The majo r exclu sion was nece ssita ted by the twins
Thus, only women havin g
which requ ires the exist ence of a first birth .
selec ted for the analy sis.
at leas t one child at the time of the surve y were
desir e zero total child ren
Since ages range from 15 to 44, both women who
ages grea ter than their
and those who mere ly wish to postp one birth s to
group with no child ren are ne\·er
curre nt age are thus exclu ded. Women in any age
rentl y to an "extr a" child .
captu red in the analy sis and they may react diffe
displ ayed in
Desc riptiv e stati stics for selec ted varia bles are
15-24 , 25-34 and 35-44 .
Table 1 for the three ten-y ear age inter vals,
were 87 twins birth s
In all, for the 12,60 5 women in the samp le there
child ren restr ictio n,
on the fii:-:s t pregn ancy. By the natur e of the zerogest to the olde st age
age at first birth will incre ase from the youn
the two olde r age gr-oups
group . A secon d colum n is, there fore, added for
in order to facil itate
which restr icts age at first birth to under 25
the life- cycl e simu latio n.

Women

who at the time of the surve y were

betwe en those ages while
15 to 24 years old must have had a first birth
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women currentl y aged 25 to 34 could have had their first birth at any
age under 35.

For the oldest age group a third column for age at first

birth under 35 could also have been added to enable comparis ons with the
middle age group, but its similar ity to the unrestri cted group makes
this addition unneces sary.
Of course, even with these correcti ons, the cross-se ction can only
accurat ely depict the life-cyc le if vintage is not a relevant charact er
istic.

Moreove r, since we have pooled two cross-se ctions, women of differ-

ent vintage s are combined within a single age group which will further
distort the life-cyc le picture if vintage effects are non-line ar.

We

could disentan gle the vintage from the life-cyc le pattern given the two
separate cross-se ctions, but it is not our aim to directly explain move16
.
ments of the variable s depicted in Table 1 in either dimensio n. Recall
that the reason for pooling the two samples was to augment the number of
twins first observa tions to gain some precisio n in estimati ng twins first
effects .

Therefo re, although it is easily verified that the figures in

Table 1 reflect differen ces in vintage as well as life-cyc le patterns ,
we cannot, given the data, very precisel y discove r the extent to which
respons iveness to the occurren ce of twins first is also governed by both
phenome na.

We present evidence below, however , that the pooled cross

sections provide useful qualitat ive insights into the life-cyc le respons e.
More conclus ive results can only be obtained with richer data.
1.

Twins First and Subsequ ent Fertilit y
We first examine how the occurren ce of a twin on the first birth

exogeno usly alters fertilit y patterns with particu lar attentio n to the
role of contrace ptive costs in fertilit y adjustm ent.

Table 2 provides
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TABLE 1
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR SELECTED VARIABLES, POOLED SAMPLE
(Means - Standard Deviations)

15-24

25-34

25-34
AFB<25

35-44

35-44
AFB<25

CEB: chi 1dren
ever born

1. 728
(.966)

2.789
(1. 58)

2.971
( 1. 59)

3.573
(2.14)

3.907
(2.21)

AFB: age at
first birth

18. 91
(2.19)

21. 12

20. 18

22.27

20. 31

(3.44)

(2.61)

(4.50)

(2.58)

NOW: current
employment status
(l=now working)

.2903
(. 454)

.3620

.3780

.4476

(.480)

(. 485)

(. 497)

( .499)

CHILD: number of
children under
six

1. 567

(. 822)

1. 110
(.980)

1.069
(1.01)

.3357
(.655)

.2894
(.619)

.0064

.0057

.0055

.0067

(.080)

(. 075)

(.074)

.0084
( . 091 )

(. 082)

observations

2487

5241

4531

4871

3722

# twins on first

16

30

25

41

25

fraction of
observations in
1973 sample

.678

.685

.687

.639

.673

Variable

TF: proportion of
first pregnancies
that are twins

#

.4689 ·

births
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TABLE 2
TWINS FIRST EFFECTS ON MEASURES OF FERTILITY, POOLED SAMPLE, BY AGE GROUP
(standard errors in parentheses)
15-24

All AFB

25-34
All AFB

AFB<25

All AFB

35-44
AFB<35

AFB<25

C:EB

1. 055
(.224)

. 631

.288

(.259)

(.310)

.654

. 312

(.299)

(.312)

. 150
(. 428)

CHILD
1. 174

(.200)

- . 141

-.242
(. 176)

( . 102)

- . 331

- -125

(. 299)

(. l 01)

-.296

( ~-124)
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estimates of the impact of twins first on the number of children ever
born and on the number of children currently less than six years of age
for each ten-year age interval with and without the appropriate age at
first birth restrictions for life-cycle comparisons.

These estimates

(and their associated standard errors) are from regression equations which,
as noted, include age at first birth (as in equation (3)).

Given our

previous discussion these latter effects are not reported, although it
is noteworthy tha~ the inclusion

of age at first birth in many cases

substantially alters the twins first impact.
As Table 2 reveals, the incidence of twins on the first birth has
a substantial causative impact on the pattern of fertility.

Since women

within the youngest age group, on average, desire fewer than two children
within that age interval, the fact that the TF coefficient is almost

.

exactly unity implies that women with twins on the first birth do not
postpone a subsequent birth more (or less) than do women with a single
child on the first birth.

If the identical fertility pattern were main

tained in subsequent ages by women with twins and those without, however,
women aged 25-34 (AFB<25) would also have one additional child since
completed family size is approximately one greater than family size at
age 25-34.

The fact that the difference in cumulative fertility between

TF and non-TF women is only .65 implies some lengthening of the interval
between children on average by women with twins.

Completed family size,

however, is only slightly altered by the twins first occurrence (age 35-44

AFB<25) indicating that for the pooled sample, the occurrence of twins
on the first birth represents mainly a timing failure which has little.
impact on completed family size.
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The relative inelasticity of completed fertility with respect to
the timing failure is somewhat surprising even in the case in which contra
ceptive flexibility is costless, given the numerous avenues discussed in
the theoretical section for such an effect to exist.

However, the larger

permanent impact identified when later age at first births are admitted
implies possibly greater adjustment costs as the length of the period
shortens over which adjustment must occur.

Evidence concerning this

interpretation as well as the importance of changes in contraceptive
costs on fertility control associated with the contraceptive revolution
can be obtained by estimating completed family size effects of TF for
the 1965 and 1973 cohorts separately.

These results, presented in Table 3,

indicate a permanent effect only for the 1965 cohort of older women,
who were likely to have experienced a twin on the first birth prior to
the availibility of the pill and other efficient contraceptive methods.17
Moreover, the difference in the TF effect on completed family size by
AFB is also only evident for the 1965 cohort, i.e., for the women for
whom contraceptive flexibility was likely to be more costly and thus
was more likely to vary by the length of the adjustment process.

These

results thus provide some indirect confirmatory evidence of the impact of
the contraceptive revolution on the ability of families to control both
timing and numbers of children.
The impact of twins first on the number of children under six
shown also in Table 2 cannot be as easily interpreted as children ever
born effects.

It is obvious that for the youngest women almost all

children born within that age interval would be currently under six
so that the twins first effect on CHILD is almst identical in magnitude
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to its effect on CEB.

For the two older age groups, women with twins

first births have fewer younger children presumabl y as a result of two
phenomena .

First, women with twins first have fewer extra children

after the age of 25 and second, they complete their family at an earlier
age.

Each of these is, of course, the outcome of an optimizat ion process

and are together merely descripti ve rather than true explanati ons of the
CHILD pattern.

The point is that a twins first birth gives rise to a

different than average fertility pattern which may be connected to a
different than average labor force participa tion pattern.
2.

Twins First and Female Participa tion
As was demonstra ted in Section II, by examining the impact of

twins first (an increase in fertility independe nt of e:) on labor supply
at various points in the life-cycl e, we can examine how female labor
supply is affected by variation s in the costs of bearing (preventin g)
children.

We can as well test some of the predictio ns of the multi

period labor supply models, possibly ruling out some combinati ons of
assumptio ns.
Table 4 reports the impact of a twins first birth on the dicho
tomous current work status variable of the mother derived from a maximum
likelihoo d logit (ML LOGIT) estimatio n procedure based on the pooled
sample.

18

The estimates reported are transform ed

logit coefficie nts based on the populatio n mean participa tion rate and
should be interpret ed in the same way as a regressio n coefficie nt, namely
as changes in the probabili ty of participa tion due to the.occur rence
of twins on the first birth.

The results indicate that, for the youngest
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TABLE 3
EFFECTS OF TWINS FIRST ON COMPLETED FAMILY SIZE, WOMEN AGED 35-44 BY VINTAGE
(standard errors in parenthes es)

AFB<25

Jl.ll AFB

1965

1973

.724

.325

(.507)

(. 797)

-.012
(.392)

.048
(.505)

TABLE 4
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD TRANSFORMED LOGIT COEFFICIENTS:
TWINS FIRST AND CURRENT PARTICIPATION BY AGE GROUP, POOLED SAMPLE
(asymptotic standard errors in parenthes es)

All AFB

-. 371

(.212)

35-44

25-34

15-24

A11 AFB

AFB<25

All AFB

AFB<35

AFB<25

. 061

-.096
(. 096)

(.078)

- . l 02
(. l 05)

.060
(.078)

. 142
( . l 02)
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women, the probability of working was smaller by .371 for those with
twins on the first birth.

This significant increase in home time early

in the life-cycle associated with an "extra" birth, as shown in (19),
would thus lead to a rejection of the model of life-cycle labor supply
under the separabilit y assumption, in which child quality, a time-intensive production activity, is not a choice variable.

The twins first

impact declines to -.102 for the 25-34 year olds and actually reverses
in sign for the oldest women with twins, who have a .142 greater probability of participatio n.

The reduction in home time as a consequence

of an exogenous increase in births for older women is also consistent with
the separable model which incorporate s both serial dependence and time-intensive q-productio n.

While the relatively large standard errors of these latter

estimates should again draw the reader's attention to the small samples of
twins first observation s, the difference in the effects for the youngest and
oldest age groups is statistical ly "significan t" at conventiona l levels (t

=

2.17) •

The heightened participatio n of the oldest women who experienced twins
births, while it is consistent with the general life-cycle model of Section II,
casts doubt on the importance of human capital serial dependence.

If the

evident initial withdrawal from market activity induced by an extra child
early in the life-cycle permanently reduced the optimal human capital investment
or otherwise adversely affected future wage rates, such a phenomenon, if it exists,
appears to be overwhelmed by the apparent substitutab ility of home time in the
utility and q-functions over the life cycle.

The results, therefore, appear to

be more consistent with the notion of a permanent life-time market participatio n
rate (Mincer 1962) in which current participatio n is adapted to trans~tory events
such as a "timing" failure (a twin) and in which transitory labor-force withdrawal
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or entry has little impact on the perman ent level.
We have so far interp reted the partic ipatio n result s based on
not accoun 
the pooled sample in a life-c ycle contex t even though we have
ted for the possib ility of a vintag e-base d explan ation.

As was stress ed,

report
the data are not well suited to such an endeav or,' though we now
to provid e
on two furthe r analys es each based upon the separa te survey s
on.
limite d eviden ce on the validi ty of the life-c ycle interp retati

First,

analys es
we disagg regate d by survey year and perform ed the same logit
for the two life cycle stages that can direct ly be simula ted:

the 1965,

less
15-24 cohort is couple d with the 1973, 25-34, age at first birth
1973, 35-44
than 25 group and the 1965, 25-34 cohort is couple d with the
age at first birth less than 35 group.

The result s, presen ted in Table 5

with age
below, confir m the existe nce of a declin ing twins first effect
ntiona l
for the same cohor t, althou gh statis tical signif icance at conve
occurr ences.
levels is impos sible to achiev e given the very few twins first
the
The second piece of confir matory eviden ce is obtain ed only in
1973 survey .

Althou gh that inform ation was unfort unatel y tied to the

on of
specif ic fertil ity patter n, we were able to calcul ate the fracti
the mother
poten tial years since the birth of the first child spent by
in marke t work.

Based on the same twins first regres sion scheme for thP

ly worked
subsam ple of oldest women, those with a twins first birth actual
spendi ng
a slight ly greate r fracti on of their poten tial work experi ence,
experi ence
about 3/4 of a year 100re in the labor force out of a poten tial
6 years.
of over 19 years and an averag e actual work experi ence of over
that is__
Again , the initia l increa se in home time due to a twin birth
ant perman ent
indica ted in the 15-24 sample s, appear s to have had no domin
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TABLE 5
LIFE-CYCLE TWINS FIRST EFFECT ON PARTICIPATIONa

Sample

15-24

25-34

1965

-.224
( . 132)

-.229
(. 168)

1973
AFB<25

1973
AFB<35

35-44

Estimation
Technique
OLSb

ML LOGIT

-.028
(.117)

.043

ML LOGIT

(. 100)

a From left to right there are 7, 7, 18, and 25 twins first observations respecti vely.
b These are OLS regressi ons since the TF=l, NOW=l cell was empty. For comparison, the
corresponding OLS estimate s for Table 3 were -.226 (. 114) and -.087 (.088).
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influence on future home time.
3.

Exogenous and Endogenous Fertility Effects on Participation:

Estimates

of the Bias
The twins first results in general confirm the existence of an
important causal connection between fertility (the price of children)
and labor supply that has ramifications throughout the life-cycle.

As

noted, however, most of the female labor supply literature has assumed
actual fertility to be "exogenous".

We now use the twins first results

to test if the conditions hold under which the ceteris paribus relation
ship between observed fertility and labor supply provides unbiased esti
mates of price-effect information.

This is done by estimating the differ

ence between the truly exogenous effects on labor supply provided by TF
and those effects implied by the relationships between CEB, CHILD, and
participation; i.e., the bias in the fertility-participation relationship
caused by heterogeneity in tastes.
It is a relatively simple matter to address the bias question once
a labor supply equation is fully specified since the extent of the bias
will, in general, depend upon what is relegated to the error term.

We,

therefore, experimented with several versions of the participation function
and found the estimated conventional fertility measure (CEB and CHILD)
relationships with participation to be robust to the inclusion of a
variety of variables.

For this reason we report on the simplest version

only, namely logits which include solely CEB and CHILD.
calculating the bias is straightforward:
tion equation:

The method for

estimate the following participa
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and compute

3CEB
dNOW
dTF = y 1 aTF + y 2
A

A

Where

clCHILD
aTF

fror.1 Table 2 and Y1 and Y2 are
clCEB
aTF are obtained
aTF an d clCHILD

transformed logit coefficients.

This biased estimate of the exogenous

( dNOW)
impact of twins first, denoted by\ dTF ,~• ca~ then be compared to the

unbiased estimate contained in Table 3,

dNOW)

dTF).

These figures are

u

summarized in Table 6.
It is evident that the fertility effect, i.e., the combined CEB
and CHILD effect, is substantially dampened at all ages under the (erro
neous) assumption that actual fertility does not reflect differences in
preference orderings.

While, the cause of this bias in the TF impact

cannot be assigned to CEB or CHILD individually -

one cannot tell

whether the effect of younger children or that of older children is
biased nor in which direction -- their combined effect is grossly under
estimated in absolute value. ,The covariation between actual fertility
and participation estimated from a cross-section

of women therefore

understates significantly the extent to which female labor supply responds
relative to the responto changes in the price of fertility control (p)
n
siveness of fertility to alterations in contraceptive costs.

Moreover,

these results imply that estimates of conditional own price (wage) and
income effects in labor supply equations which include a ~easure of actual
fertility among the regressors will be inconsistent.

While it is possible

that these inconsistent estimates of "short run" price and income effects
conditioned on the quantity of children will be fortuitously close to-·
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TABLE 6

,
COMPARISONS OF EXOGENOUS AND ACTUAL FERTILITY "EFFECTS" ON PARTICIPATION
BY AGE GROUP, POOLED SAMPLE

15-24

( dNOW)
dTF

Age Group
25-34
{AFB<25)

35-44
(AFB<25)

- . l 03

.024

.041

-.371

- . l 02

+. 142

B

dNOW )
( dTF

u
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consistent estimates of such effects forthcoming from the usual (reduced
form) demand functions (which provide the information appropriate to
the Slutsky-typ e relations implied by theory), such fertility-co nditioned

estimates may stray far from those required to either test theory or

draw policy conclusions .
V.

Conclusions
In the first section of this paper we explored a one-period (lifetime)

model which incorporate d a production function for child quality and in which
individuals differed in their preference orderings for leisure and/or children.
The conditions under which, given lack of information on the price of children
(e.g., the price of contracepti on) and preference orderings, labor supply
equations that include children as exogenous regressors will not confound
tastes and price heterogenei ty were derived.

It was

demonstrate d that if

the price of children were known, the use of price as a regressor dominates
the use.of quantity, as simultaneou s equations estimates were shown to provide
conditional demand estimates which must rely on the existence of price
information to exogenously alter quantities independent ly of tastes.
Empirical models of the simultaneou s determinatio n of fertility and labor
supply are thus no more informative than the usual set of consumer demand
equation estimates (to which they must correspond) in terms of verifying
theory.
In the following section of the paper, we examined the information al
content of fertility effects and extended the model to a two-period context
in which current human capital stocks were dependent on prior labor supply
behavior.

Within a rationing (of children) framework, it was shown that the

sign of the compensated effect of a change in the price of children on labor
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supply provided by the impact of addition al (exogeno us) children on labor
on
supply could provide informa tion on the existenc e of a child quality producti
function and human capital depreci ation only if restrict ions on utility
function paramet ers are imposed.

Given strong separab ility in utility, a

weak test for the existenc e of a quality dimensio n was derived based on a
decompo sition of cross price effects.
To simulate exogenou s price variatio n we develope d and impleme nted a
methodo logy based on the natural event of a twins birth.

In particu lar, we

traced the impact of a twins occurren ce on the first pregnanc y on further
fertilit y and on current and future female labor supply.

These results were

explici tly related to the life-cyc le model discusse d in previous sections .
Two importan t conclusi ons emerged , qualifie d importa ntly by our small sample
First, the use of actual fertilit y in particip ation

of twins first births.

equation s greatly understa tes the impact of exogenou s fertilit y on female
work status.

Second,

total fertilit y and measures of lifetime labor supply

appear to be unaffect ed by the transito ry increase in children experien ced by
women with twins on the first birth.

Initial withdraw al from market work,

which was shown to be supporti ve of the time-int ensive nature of child quality
investm ent, is compens ated almost exactly by the earlier re-entra nce of women
later in the life-cyc le.

Weaker evidence was obtained of the lesser ability

of women to adjust their subsequ ent fertilit y to a multiple birth prior to
the "contrac eptive" revoluti on.

~he twins first labor supply effects obtained

thus suggest tjat reductio ns in contrace ptive costs play a causativ e role in
increasi ng female particip ation.
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Footnotes
1.

A notable exception to these empirical labor supply traditions is

Mincer (1963), in which the inappropriatene ss of including a fertility
variable among the set of labor supply regressors is suggested,

This

paper is in the spirit of that seminal article, providing some possible
theoretical rationales for such specifications and their interpretation.
See also Schultz (1979).
2.

These parameterizatio ns of preferences are meant to be illustrative.

Relegation of unobserved differences in preferences to additive error
terms in linear demand or "structural" equations, as is common, implies
as well a particular, although less easily interpretable, structure to
"tastes" heterogeneity.
3.

Given (2), the shadow price of child quality would be a function of

both the wage (rH) and p.
n
4.

Only compensated price effects are discussed, as the model provides no

predictions about good-specific income effects.
5.

Strong separability is a sufficient condition.

In the one-period

model it is only necessary that n and£ be substitutes in (1) to obtain
the weak test.

In the multi-period model described below, strong separability

is required to obtain precise results.
6.

Alternatively, the appreciation of human capital or, more generally,

a thre 9hold function in which home time above some value£

* leads to

depreciation and below£ * induces a rise in the stock of human capital can
be introduced into the multi-period model.

The main points of the subsequent

analysis would be unaffected.
7.

Note that while this formulation implies that in a behavioral sense,

optimal changes in human capital are related to past and future labor
supply, all these variables are jointly determined out of the utility
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maximizing process subject to the techn0logical function (13) and the full
(14) wealth constraint.

It will be shown below that despite the cost of

human capital depreciation being a positive function of future labor supply
(from (16)), the model does not yield the prediction that an exogenous rise
in future labor supply will reduce (increase) planned human capital
decumulation (accumulation) in the current period.
8.

Heckman

(1978b) proposes a methodology for ascertaining the existence

of 'state' dependence in terms of entrance into or exit from the labor
force as a function of past labor-force status in the presence of
population heterogeneity.

In the continuous case of 'serial' dependence

considered here, the difficulty related to obtaining a ~onsistent estimate
of d£ /di is parallel to that relating to estimating d£/dn.
2
1

Serial

dependence, based on an assumption of some degree of participation (non-zero
£.) is defined in terms of a human capital relationship.
1.

State dependence

with respect to participation admits to both human capital and job (entry)
costs interpretations.
9"'

Razin's model treats total fertility, intervals between births, as

well as the total fertility span as control variables, with parental
leisure fixed exogenously.

The comparative statics of the model are not

discussed, as they are not here, because of the difficulty of obtaining
any verifiable predictions.
10. References to these concepts are made in Hill and Stafford (1978)
and Schultz (1978) and are implicit in the notion of "short-run" labor
supply effects, often used to describe fertility-conditioned labor supply
estimates.
11. To correct for the rise in the probability of a multiple birth event with
parity, the ratio of twins to the total number of pregnancies was proposed in
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the ~andom compo nent
Rosen zweig and Wolpi n (1980 ) as a varia ble captu ring
The short- comin gs of that appro ach (nece ssitat ed by

of multi ple birth s.

detai led in that paper are elimi nated in the metho dology

data limit ation s)
propo sed here.

of
The data discu ssed below revea l the follow ing patte rn

of one to six:
per-p regna ncy proba biliti es of twinn ing for parit ies
.0070 , .0110 , .0144 , ,0168 , .0178 •• 0206.
from the first pregn ancy
12. The rise in the proba bility of a multi ple birth
als we consi der in the
is appro ximat ely linea r withi n each of the age interv
t of .453x l0
subse quent empir ical analy sis with a slope coeff icien

-4 over

.
the age range 15-45 with a mean proba bility of .0076
for the varia bles
13. Let Y1 , Y2 and y 3 repre sent devia tions from means
ual devia tions in (27)
P, TF and AFB respe ctive ly, with€ ., and u-- the resid
and

Then

(28).

Y1 = ay2 + by3 + €
where

Y

2

= cy +
3

u., •

The least squar es estim ator of a,

a,

is thus

with
With the large sampl e assum ptions IEu., = Iy 3u-- = O but
we wish to show that
Iy y

1 2

a=

a.

Carry ing out the multi plica tion,

._. s ., +
,,. 2 + c~y
._. .-2 + b c~y
= ac 2._.~y 2 + a6u
3
3
3
= aciy; + biy; + Iy s., + aiy u.,
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Given the covar iance restr ictio ns,
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~u l.Y3
A
a = a .. L 2 = a •
LU Ly3

3

3

O,
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14.

It :is possible that a multiple birth may not be totally unanticipat ed.

Evidence exists that twinning is a heritable trait (Mittler}, although a
twins background is an extremely poor predictor.

In the 1970 National

Fertility Survey, described in Ryder and Westoff, 1976, of the 142 families
in which either parent had a twin sibling (including one in which both
the husband and wife were siblings of twins), none had experienced a multiple
birth.
15. For an exogenous increase in any n. to yield the price information
J

discussed above, it may be necessary that planned fertility not be at
biologicall y maximal fertility, since the occurrence of twins may augment
welfare.
16.

Table I is presented to enable interpretat ion of the relative size of

twins first effects on fertility and labor supply.

The age-profile s of

participatio n and fertility are, however, directional ly accurate.

In

particular, market participatio n, where participatio n denotes actual
employment, increases even more dramaticall y with age controlling for
vintage due to the increased participatio n at all ages between 1965 and
1973.

On the other hand, since fertility has declined with newer cohorts

(except for the oldest age group). the figures in Table I overestimat e,
though not greatly, the life-cycle increase in children ever born.
17.

See Ryder and Westoff, 1976.

18.

In using participatio n rather than a continuous measure of labor

supply due to the exigencies of the data, it is necessary to assume that
all the women in each age-group work some time in the relevant age-interva l.
For a fuller discussion of the relationshi p between Hicks-Sluts ky price
effects and participatio n estimates, see Heckman, 1978a).
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